
Vegetable machine Metos RG-250 diwash

Product information
 

SKU 4220168
Product name Vegetable machine Metos RG-250 diwash
Dimensions 285 × 300 × 580 mm
Weight 21,000 kg
Capacity 10 kg/min
Technical information 400 V, 10 A, 0,55 kW, 3NPE, 50/60 Hz
 

Description

Vegetable preparation machine with leaning and full moon feed cylinder,
made to process up to 10 kg/minute or 1000 portions / day. The machine´s
pusher plate, knife housing and feed piston are made of aluminium and
have an organic polymer coating. The organic coating allows these parts
to be cleaned in a dishwasher. The pusher plate has a loop-shaped,
stainless steel handle and a 57-mm diameter feeder tube. Pusher plate
with system for leverage effect. Four-litre feed cylinder with 55 mm
inner wall. All removable parts of the RG-250 diwash are dishwasher
safe. The associated cutting tools are 185-mm in diameter, made of
stainless steel/aluminium/acetate, have exchangeable knives/plates and
are dishwasher safe. The motor rotates the cutting blade clockwise and
directly, without intermediate belts.
Machine for slicing, shredding, grating, cutting julienne and French
fries. Processes fruit, vegetables, dry bread, cheese, nuts, mushrooms,
etc.
machine base: aluminium
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knife housing, feed cylinder and feed piston: aluminium with organic,
polymer coating
handle: stainless steel
cutting tools: stainless steel/aluminium/fiberglass-reinforced
polyamide
ejector plate: acetate
table top model
two safety switches, machine safety: IP44, push buttons safety: IP65
overheat protector in motor and planetary gearing
disc: diameter 185 mm
feeding tube 57 mm diameter
speed: 350 rpm
capacity: 10kg/min or up to 1000 portions / day

Recommended cutting tool packages:
4-pack Cutting tools: Slicer 1,5mm, Slicer 4mm, Grater/Shredder 2mm,
Grater/Shredder 8mm
7-pack Cutting tools: Slicer 1,5mm, Slicer 4mm, Slicer 10mm,
Grater/Shredder 2mm, Grater Shredder 8mm, Julienne Cutter 4x4mm, Dicing
Grid 10x10mm
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